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Abstract

Protein capsids are specialized and versatile natural macromolecules with exceptional properties. Their homogenous, spherical, rod-like or toroidal geometry, and spatially directed functionalities make them intriguing building blocks for self-assembled nanostructures. High degrees of functionality and modifiability allow for their assembly via non-covalent interactions, such as electrostatic and coordination bonding, enabling controlled self-assembly into higher-order structures. These assembly processes are sensitive to the molecules used and the surrounding conditions, making it possible to tune the chemical and physical properties of the resultant material and generate multifunctional and environmentally sensitive systems. These materials have numerous potential applications, including catalysis and drug delivery.

Graphical Abstract

Protein cages, such as viruses (blue) and ferritins (red), can be assembled into higher-order structures with synthetic components (yellow) to produce multifunctional biohybrid materials.
1. Introduction

The fine structure of materials found in nature greatly exceeds the range of those produced synthetically, both in structural variety, and chemical and mechanical performance. The ability to produce well-defined structures at both the nano and macroscales, and to selectively modify associated functional groups, presents a challenge to modern material science and biomedical technology (DiMarco & Heilshorn, 2012; Wen & Steinmetz, 2016). For decades, scientists have worked to replicate the functional structures found in nature with varying success. In natural systems, material properties originate not only from the chemical composition, but also from the higher-ordered three-dimensional (3D) orientation of linked atomic and molecular compounds, which is dependent on sensitive chemical recognition processes. Following a bottom-up approach, nanostructured moieties are hierarchically incorporated into higher-ordered structures, transferring structures and properties from a nanometer scale to one that can be observed with the naked eye. Unfortunately, majority of these interactions are not sufficiently understood to be able to replicate them in synthetic systems (Sanchez, Arribart, & Giraud Guille, 2005).

Among the building blocks found in nature, proteins are the most functional and versatile biomacromolecules. Protein functions range from structural to catalytic and they are also involved in recognition and transport. Because they are at the center of a vast number of reactions that occur around us, and within our bodies, proteins have been intensively studied for both basic and advanced applications in chemistry and biology. The functionality of an individual protein is largely based on its 3D structure. However, new or enhanced properties can arise from the precise assembly of proteins, such as light-harvesting bacterial and plant photosynthetic antennas. In these suprastructures, chromophore-containing proteins (cytochromes) are spatially arranged with sub-nanometer precision, enabling efficient and multichromatic light absorption. Subsequent transfer of the excitation energy to the reaction center results in charge separation (Qin, Suga, Kuang & Shen, 2015; Yang, Yoon, Yoo, Kim, & Kim, 2012). Some of these protein arrays have reported efficiencies higher than 90% (Nelson, 2009), whereas current solar cell technologies report efficiencies of less than 50% (Green et al., 2018). In fact, over the last two decades a new field of study has emerged that is dedicated to development of new materials based on the positional and orientational control of proteins and conjugation with other functional moieties to create biohybrid materials (Zhang, 2003). The most effective and versatile way to construct these materials is through self-assembly, where separate building blocks are linked together to form highly ordered structures. Natural proteins are ideal for this purpose because their uniform shape and size allows them to assemble into structures with high translational orders, which is essential for producing nanostructured colloidal assemblies (Li et al., 2009), liquid crystals (Flynn, Lee, Peelle, & Belcher, 2003), and crystalline lattices (King et al., 2014). Protein-protein recognition is achieved by a variety of chemical strategies, including covalent bonding, receptor-ligand interaction, host-guest recognition, chemical templating, metal coordination, and electrostatic interaction (Bai, Luo, & Liu, 2016; Luo, Hou, Bai, Wang, & Liu, 2016). Supramolecular approaches present several advantages, such as the employment of native or specifically modified proteins by site-directed mutagenesis with maintained functionality, or the possibility of designing multi-stimuli assembly and disassembly processes, critical in responsive materials.

This review focuses on highly ordered protein suprastructures assembled through supramolecular interactions (i.e., electrostatic interactions, metal-ligand coordination, and self-organization into
liquid crystals). Such materials possess properties that are maintained or enhanced compared to the constituting biomolecules. However, due to the vast amount of protein research in literature, the focus of this review is on highly ordered structures held together by supramolecular interactions. Proteins that have been crystallized for the sole purpose of structural characterization were also excluded to limit the framework to only those proteins with potential applications as functional materials.

This review introduces selected protein cages, with a special focus on geometry due to its key role in determining the overall structure serving as the repeating unit. We divide these protein cages into three main groups: spherical (apo ferritin (aFt) and cowpea chlorotic mottle virus (CCMV)), rod-like (tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) and bacteriophage M13), and toroidal (stable protein 1 (SP1), peroxiredoxin (Prxs), and GroEL chaperonin). Next, we describe the different type of assemblies according to the primary driving force (electrostatic, metal coordination, or liquid crystal). Most conjugation agents used are also described in this section, including inorganic nanoparticles (NPs) and divalent cations. Last, we provide an overview of those materials that, in addition to their structure, exhibit promising functionality due to their intrinsic organization.

2. PROTEIN SCAFFOLDS

Several morphologies and functions have been obtained from protein assembly to date. In this review we define a supergroup for 3D protein structures composed of protein subunits as a scaffold, which we limit to spherical, rod-like, and toroidal structures. Because the structures are symmetrical, the variety of subunits per protein scaffold is limited to those fitting the symmetry groups, which promotes the formation of homogeneous assemblies in size and shape. For example, variously shaped, hollow 3D macromolecules composed of peptide chains are called protein cages (Figure 1). These scaffolds consist of a protein shell, also known as the cage, which is constituted by the self-assembly of the corresponding protein subunits. Some hollow cages can encapsulate genetic material from viruses, whereas others, such as ferritin (iron storage) or chaperonins (lipophilic molecules), can encapsulate a broad variety of cargo (Aumiller, Uchida, & Douglas, 2018). Spherical protein cages are rigid, which enhances the regularity of the assembly and introduces porosity into the system, making these cages a research target of interest. Rod-like proteins have also been employed as building block, taking advantage of their anisotropy and high aspect ratio. These scaffolds are typically organized as monodimensional (1D) arrays of coat proteins (CP) encapsulating RNA (Alonso, Górnny, & Bittner, 2013). These rod-like morphologies are known to form liquid crystals at high concentrations, presenting dynamic order. Finally, toroidal protein scaffolds are formed from single or double circular arrays of CPs. In the case of these proteins, no genetic material is packed inside. However, they exhibit enzymatic activity and perform other functions such as assisting in protein folding. Some proteins have a tendency to “pile-up,” resulting in stacks of proteins that can be tuned in length (Phillips et al., 2014; Yewdall et al., 2016). The proteins reviewed in this paper, as well as the types of interactions and co-crystallization agents, are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Proteins leading to higher-ordered assemblies, including the driving force and the co-crystallization agent employed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Type of interaction</th>
<th>Cocrystallization agent</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key</td>
<td>Binding Type</td>
<td>Binding Partner</td>
<td>References</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aFt</td>
<td>Electrostatic</td>
<td>Au nanoparticles (AuNP)</td>
<td>Kostiainen et al., 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polypeptides</td>
<td>Bellapadrona et al., 2015; Korpi et al., 2018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dendrons and dendrimers</td>
<td>Kostiainen et al., 2011a; Liljeström, Seitsonen, &amp; Kostiainen, 2015; Välimäki et al., 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protein</td>
<td>Künzle, Eckert, &amp; Beck, 2016; Lach, Künzle, &amp; Beck, 2017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Small cyclic molecules</td>
<td>Beyeh et al., 2018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organic dye</td>
<td>Mikkilä et al., 2016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ce³⁺</td>
<td>Okuda, Suzumoto &amp; Yamashita, 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCMV</td>
<td>Electrostatic</td>
<td>AuNP</td>
<td>Hassinen, Liljeström, Kostiainen, &amp; Ras, 2015; Kostiainen et al., 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polypeptides</td>
<td>Korpi et al., 2018; Kostiainen, Hiekkataipale, de la Torre, Nolte, &amp; Cornelissen, 2011b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dendrons and dendrimers</td>
<td>Kostiainen, Kasyutich, Cornelissen, &amp; Nolte, 2010; Mikkilä et al., 2013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protein</td>
<td>Liljeström, Mikkilä, &amp; Kostiainen, 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMV</td>
<td>Liquid Crystal</td>
<td>Concentration</td>
<td>Bernal &amp; Fankuchen, 1941; Gregory &amp; Holmes, 1965; Lydon, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Depletion force</td>
<td>Li et al., 2013a; Li, Zan, Winans, Wang, &amp; Lee, 2013b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electrostatic</td>
<td>Cationic AuNP</td>
<td>Liljeström et al., 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coordination bond</td>
<td>Divalent cations</td>
<td>Li, Winans, &amp; Lee, 2011; Nedoluzhko &amp; Douglas, 2001; Schenk et al., 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M13 phage</td>
<td>Liquid crystal</td>
<td>Concentration</td>
<td>Adams, Dogic, Keller, &amp; Fraden, 1998; Chung et al., 2011; Dogic &amp; Fraden, 2006; Dogic &amp; Fraden, 1997; Heo et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2017b; Lee, Wood, &amp; Belcher, 2003a; Lee, Lee, &amp; Belcher, 2003b; Yang, Chung, McFarland, &amp; Lee, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depletion force: Tween20, Dextran</td>
<td>Gibaud et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2017a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phage recognition: quantum dots (QD), streptavidin-labeled AuNPs</td>
<td>Lee et al., 2003a; Lee, Mao, Flynn, &amp; Belcher, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrostatic</td>
<td>Surfactants (DOAB-DDAB)</td>
<td>Liu et al., 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AuNRs</td>
<td>Liu et al., 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination bond</td>
<td>Co²⁺</td>
<td>Lee, Yun, &amp; Belcher, 2006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP1 Electrostatic</td>
<td>Quantum dots (QD)</td>
<td>Miao et al., 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core-crosslinked micelles (CCMs)</td>
<td>Sun et al., 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination bond</td>
<td>PAMAM dendrimer</td>
<td>Sun et al., 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination bond</td>
<td>Ni-NTA-AuNPs</td>
<td>Medalsy et al., 2008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMV discs Coordination bond</td>
<td>Divalent cations</td>
<td>Bruckman et al., 2011; Zhang, Wang, Zhou, Chen, &amp; Wang, 2018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prdx Coordination bond</td>
<td>Ni-NTA-AuNPs</td>
<td>Ardini et al., 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GroEL Coordination bond</td>
<td>Mg²⁺</td>
<td>Biswas et al., 2013, 2009; Sendai, Biswas, &amp; Aida, 2013; Sim, Miyajima, Niwa, Taguchi, &amp; Aida, 2015; Sim, Niwa, Taguchi, &amp; Aida, 2016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.1. Spherical protein cages

2.1.1. Apoferritin

Ferritin is a hollow protein cage consisting of 24 subunit proteins, with an outer diameter of 12 nm and an inner cavity of 8 nm. Ferritins can be found in a wide variety of life forms, where the function is to balance iron levels by storing and releasing iron at specific sites. An empty ferritin that does not hold iron atoms (or any other atoms or molecules) is referred to as apoferritin (aFt; Figure 1a) and has a total molecular mass of roughly 450 kDa and a negative outer surface in neutral pH (Ballal et al., 1992; Häußler & Farago, 2002). These protein cages differ to some extent in different organisms, e.g. presenting different pore size or assembly/disassembly stimuli, but the overall structure and functionality remain the same. However, these differences can be exploited to produce more environmentally resistant materials. For example, aFt from Pyrococcus furiosus, an anaerobic archaeon that resides in volcanic hot springs at temperatures of up to 100°C, can survive in water of this temperature without denaturing, unlike the majority of other cages (Tatur, Hagen, & Matias, 2007). Moreover, aFt can be genetically and chemically modified to possess labels that aim for specific targets. Additionally, the inner cavity can be exploited to carry a wide variety of organic and inorganic cargo (Abe, Maity, & Ueno, 2016).

2.1.2 Cowpea Chlorotic Mottle Virus

Native cowpea chlorotic mottle virus (CCMV) has a roughly spherical protein capsid, with an outer cage diameter of 28 nm and an inner cavity of 18 nm. It is positively charged and encapsulates the RNA genome (Speir et al., 1995; Johnson & Speir, 1997). The CPs self-assemble into an icosahedral capsid with T = 3 symmetry, consisting of 180 protein subunits with a total molecular mass of approximately 3600 kDa (Figure 1b). The porous capsid allows for the diffusion of small molecules, such as metallic cations, enabling its use as an iron-storage capsid (Douglas et al., 2002). Additionally, CCMV disassembles into the constituting CPs at neutral pH and high ionic strength. After removal of the viral RNA in the presence of CaCl₂, the CPs can be reassembled into virus-like particles with the same size and geometry as the native virus (T = 3) at pH = 5 (Sikkema et al., 2007), whereas robust smaller capsids (T = 1; 18-nm diameter) are obtained in presence of polyanionic species at pH = 7.5 (Lavelle et al., 2009; M. Brasch et al., 2011; Luque et al., 2014). These modular and finely tunable disassembly/reassembly processes render CCMV a powerful biocarrier agent. Additionally, transitions between geometries can be achieved by controlling the aqueous media: the CCMV capsid swells when the pH exceeds 6.5. This rearrangement expands the pores in the capsid and allows small molecules to enter the virus. The process is also reversible; the virus can be shrunk to trap molecules inside, which are later released by controlling the pH. This property makes CCMV ideal for targeted release applications (Douglas & Young, 1998). The virus-like particles of CCMV have been described as nanoreactors, hosting enzymes within the cage (de Ruiter, Putri, & Cornelissen, 2018), and as controlled-release drug-delivery systems (Brasch, Voets, Koay, & Cornelissen, 2013).

2.2. Rod-like proteins

2.2.1. Tobacco Mosaic Virus
Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) is a rod-like protein cage with outer diameter of 18 nm, an inner channel of 4 nm in diameter, and a length of 300 nm (Figure 1c) (Alonso et al., 2013). TMV is obtained from tobacco plants and was one of the first viruses to be isolated. Native TMV has a total mass of 39.8 MDa and is formed from 2130 identical capsid proteins wrapped around a sequence of single-stranded RNA consisting of 6400 bases. The CPs helically assemble around the viral RNA and this right-handed helix has a pitch of 2.29 nm (Kendall, McDonald, & Stubbs, 2007). At neutral pH, TMV renders a negatively charged surface potential (Alonso et al. 2013). The TMV capsid can also be disassembled into the individual capsid proteins under acidic conditions (Fraenkel-Conrat, 1957). Their reassembly under different buffer conditions yields disks, stacked disks, and helical rods (Klug, 1999). One single dimer disk is formed from two rings of 17 CP each (Butler, 1984). Moreover, TMV capsid proteins have been successfully genetically and chemically modified without disrupting the assembly of the protein cage (Lee et al., 2012; Schlick, Ding, Kovacs, & Francis, 2005).

2.2.2. Phage Virus M13

The wild type bacteriophage M13 is another well-known, rod-like virus, with a length of approximately 900 nm and an outer diameter of 6.5 nm (Figure 1d) (Kehoe & Kay, 2005). Its nucleic acid is a 6470-base, single-stranded DNA sequence that defines the length of the rod-like assembly (van Wezenbeek, Hulsebos, & Schoenmakers, 1980). The 2700 identical major CPs (pVIII) encapsulate the genetic material, and it is capped with five copies of pIX and pVII on one apical position and five copies of pIII and pVI on the other. The proteins can display recognition peptides, which selectively bind to substrates known as phage display (Clackson, Hoogenboom, Griffiths, & Winter, 1991; Kehoe & Kay, 2005; McCafferty, Griffiths, Winter, & Chiswell, 1990; Scott & Smith, 1990; Smith & Petrenko, 1997). The Nobel Prize of Chemistry was awarded in 2018 for this technique, which enables the investigation of protein interactions with peptides/proteins, DNA, and inorganic materials (Smith & Petrenko, 1997; Cao, Yang, & Mao, 2016; Petrenko & Vodyanoy 2003; Schnirman, 2006; Lee et al. 2003a). Additionally, the M13 phage is known to have liquid-crystalline-like behavior in highly concentrated solutions, which will be discussed in further detail in section 3.3 (Dogic & Fraden, 2006).

2.3. Toroidal proteins

2.3.1. Stable Protein 1

Stable protein 1 (SP1) is a plant-based protein commonly isolated from the aspen tree. This toroidal protein results from the assembly of 12 CPs of 108 amino acids into a double-layered, six-membered ring with a total molecular mass of 12.4 kDa (Wang et al., 2003; Wang, Pelah, Alergand, Shoseyov, & Altman, 2002). The SP1 dodecamer assembles via hydrophobic interactions into a 5-nm tall, 11-nm diameter torus with a 3-nm pore (Figure 1e) (Dgany et al., 2004). The SP1 rings have a negatively charged surface at neutral pH, accessible for electrostatic binding (Zhao et al., 2017). SP1 ring-like protein is highly stable at high temperatures (Wang et al., 2006). Furthermore, site-directed mutagenesis of the amino acid sequence allows for selective binding to metal or insulating surfaces (i.e., cysteine to bind to Au and silicon-binding peptide to bind SiO2, respectively), rendering single-protein monolayers (Heyman et al., 2009).

2.3.2. GroEL
GroEL is part of the chaperonin family and promotes the proper folding of proteins together with its co-chaperonin protein complex, GroEs (Hayer-Hartl, Bracher, & Hartl, 2016). The GroEL of *Escherichia coli* consists of 14 identical subunits (58 kDa each) arranged into two back-to-back, stacked heptameric rings (Braig et al., 1994; Xu, Horwich, & Sigler, 1997). This barrel-shaped capsid has a hydrophobic inner cavity with a diameter of 4.5 nm, an outer diameter of 13.7 nm, and a height of 14.6 nm (Figure 1f) (Braig et al., 1994). Chemical modification of the CP apical position endows a binding motif that allows anisotropic head-to-tail assembly into nanotubes, as further described in section 3.2 (Sim et al., 2016).

### 2.3.3. Peroxiredoxin

Peroxiredoxins (Prxs) belong to an abundant family of peroxide-dependent antioxidant enzymes within cells (Perkins, Nelson, Parsonage, Poole, & Karplus, 2015; Rhee, Chae, & Kim, 2005). Although Prxs can be found as CP dimers in solution, decameric toroidal capsids with an approximate outer diameter of \( \sim 13 \, \text{nm} \), an inner pore of \( \sim 6 \, \text{nm} \), and a height of \( \sim 4 \, \text{nm} \) are more commonly found (Jang et al., 2004; Domigan et al., 2017; Ardini et al., 2014) (Figure 1g). Furthermore, larger aggregates and higher-order complexes such as toroid stacks or spherical cages are naturally found under reducing conditions (Lowther & Haynes, 2011; Phillips et al., 2014). Prxs can be divided into three subgroups based on the number and position of cysteine residues (Perkins et al., 2015), or into a more recent and substantial division of six subfamilies based on their function and structure (Rhee et al., 2005). All types have a conserved cysteine residue in the N-terminal region where the oxidation of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) occurs. These proteins act as peroxide regulators and chaperones in mammalian cells, with additional function in the control of cell signaling (Jang et al., 2004). Moreover, Prxs can be reduced back to the original decamer or dimer in presence of sulfiredoxins (Biteau, Labarre, & Toledano, 2003). The natural trend of Prdxs to aggregate into columnar stacks has been exploited by Gerrard’s group (Domigan et al., 2017; Phillips et al., 2014; Yewdall et al., 2016), allowing the formation of rod-like iron oxyhydroxide via mineralization of the inner pore with iron citrate, followed by assembly in a mildly acidic pH. This biomimetic approach enables the synthesis of iron-containing particles restricted in size by the protein template (Manuguri et al., 2018).
Figure 1. Structural representation and dimensions of a) horse spleen aFt (1IER); b) CCMV (1CWP); c) TMV rod (3J06) and its two-ring circular permutant (3KML); d) M13 phage (1IFI); e) SP1 (1TR0); f) GroEL (1SS8); and g) bovine mitochondrial Prx (1ZYE). Structures (not presented in scale) have been rendered with UCSF Chimera software V1.10.1, employing the structures deposited in the RCSB Protein Data Bank. The red color is indicative of local negative charge, but the coloring is not quantitative.

3. SELF-ASSEMBLY AND HIGHLY ORDERED PROTEIN MATERIALS

The production of nanoscale structures has traditionally been carried out by top-down methods, where larger structures are first prepared and then cleaved into the desired motifs. As effective as the method is, it is limited in terms of structure uniformity and process upscaling (Zhang, 2003). Bottom-up methods, where relatively small particles are arranged into larger systems, are more versatile and have therefore attracted much attention. Self-assembly, where the arrangement occurs spontaneously, is one such process (Toksoz, Acar, & Guler, 2010). Regardless of the size of the self-assembling particles, sufficiently low dispersity and molecular mobility are required to achieve hierarchical structures, as inconsistent particles and a too-fast assembly yield random aggregates (Whitesides & Boncheva, 2002). Self-assembly is most commonly realized in solutions using non-covalent interactions because they are easy to introduce and, in many cases, reversible. The specific orientation adopted by the building blocks depends on their physical and chemical properties, as well as the surrounding media. A major challenge in both nano and macroscale self-assembly is controlling the hierarchical orientation of the assemblies. Additionally, since non-covalent interactions are weaker than covalent ones, more functional sites are required. The interactions include van der Waals, hydrogen bonding, coordination binding, and hydrophobic and ionic interactions—the last being the strongest of these forces, but more difficult to control due to the lack of directionality (Faul & Antonietti, 2003). Hierarchical structures provide enhanced material properties and the possibility of integrating the materials with additional functionalities for applications in electronics, catalysis, and tissue engineering. For this reason, it is meaningful to study
these structures and to try to overcome the difficulties in preparation (Majetich, Wen, & Booth, 2011).

Proteins are one of the most versatile groups of functional building blocks for self-assembling systems at our disposal due to their availability, and programmability by site-directed mutagenesis. Protein-only materials like silk and elastin have been widely studied due to their outstanding chemical and mechanical properties. However, the material pool can be greatly broadened by complexation of proteins and with synthetic molecules. The properties of the material can be tuned according to the desired application by careful selection of the constituting materials. Consequently, the number of compatible building blocks and resulting systems produced is practically unlimited (Huber, Schreiber, Wild, Benz, & Schiller, 2014). High control in the self-assembly process leads to materials that maintain long-distance orientation and position of the building blocks; that is, crystalline structures. The crystalline phase provides rigidity and a confined space, allowing for the possibility of oriented reactions within and between building blocks (Abe et al., 2016). Protein crystals have unique properties compared to uncomplexed starting materials, which have made them the material of choice for numerous researchers across the world. These features include having a porous nature with a uniform cavity size, accessible amino acid residues on surfaces, and promoting synergetic effects that improve reactivity (Ding, Shi, & Wei, 2014). The greatest advantage of protein crystals compared to crystals composed of other soft materials is their stereochemistry-based selectivity. Multiple chiral centers are the core of protein functionality that allow the proteins to interact only with specific counter particles. These particles must match the “mold” of the protein at numerous sites, commonly referred to as a lock-and-key interaction. When assembled into a crystal lattice, the locks can force the keys to a specific distance and orientation relative to each other, enabling the production of nanostructures (Borg et al., 2007). The protein functionalities retain high activity due to high accessibility, resulting from the porosity of the structures, even in the center of the crystals. If the crystals are fortified by crosslinking, they also possess high physical rigidity (Vilenchik, Griffith, St. Clair, Navia, & Margolin, 1998).

On the other hand, rod-shaped molecules are known to exhibit liquid-crystalline ordered phases in suspension. This state of the matter provides a certain degree of orientational order, while offering translational freedom. Liquid crystals are subdivided into thermotropic and lyotropic phases, and exhibit temperature-dependent changes in organization, or changes via combination of temperature and concentration (Chandrasekhar, 1992; Collings, 1990). The main thermotropic phases occur in the following increasing range of order: nematic, smectic, and chiral or cholesteric. Whereas the nematic phase provides orientational order by the alignment of the rod-like particles, the smectic and cholesteric phases provide partial translational order of the molecules in layers, presenting the latter a step-wise rotation between layers (Dogic & Fraden, 2006).

Crystalline and other protein-based structures are also associated with certain challenges. They are highly complex in organization and quantitative modification is problematic. The fact that the functionality of a protein is based on its 3D orientation makes having control over modifications even more important, because incorrect or inconclusive modifications could destroy the chemical properties of the protein, which would undermine its purpose. Additionally, proteins are expensive compared to most available synthetic molecules (Szentiványi, Assmann, Schuster, & Glasmacher, 2009).
3.1. Electrostatic self-assembly

Electrostatic self-assembly is a sound choice for the preparation of higher-order protein structures, because some of the native building blocks, like TMV (Alonso et al., 2013) and CCMV (Prinsen, van der Schoot, Gelbart, & Knobler, 2010) carry negative surface charges near neutral pH. It is also more versatile than might be expected, because the structures obtained depend on the sum of multiple factors, such as the charge density of the assembling particles, size of the co-crystallization agent, shape and dimensions of the protein, and electrolyte concentration of the medium. Self-assembly of protein scaffolds has even been reported in living cells, including insectoid (Koopmann et al., 2012; Abe et al., 2017), mammalian (Bellapadrona & Elbaum, 2014), and bacterial cells (Bellapadrona et al., 2015). Specifically, if the charged building blocks are large molecules, like proteins, they contain multiple charged sites that are rarely distributed evenly on the surface. Such uneven charge patterns can give rise to oriented assembly, which may provide the systems with additional pores (Bishop, Wilmer, Soh, & Grzybowski, 2009). Additionally, electrostatic self-assembly offers the possibility of disassembling the crystal structures by changing the electrolyte concentration or pH, provided that the building blocks have isoelectric points within the range of the pH change. This could be used as a site-specific activation method if some of the building blocks have functionalities that cannot be activated within the crystal, but can be activated once they are free in the medium (Kostiainen et al., 2010).

One drawback of electrostatic self-assembly is that the strength of the interactions must be precisely controlled in order to achieve an ordered structure. Weak interactions fail to assemble the building blocks, and those that are too strong cause rapid and static bonding that lacks spatial regularity. The strength of the interactions is usually tuned by adjusting the concentration of additional electrolytes in the solution, typically a small ionic salt like NaCl. The effect of electrolyte concentration has been demonstrated in the assembly of CCMV in the presence of cationic gold nanoparticles (AuNP) at varying particle ratios and different pH levels (Kostiainen et al., 2013). Crystalline structures were obtained over a wide range of both particle ratios (\(m_{\text{AuNP}}/m_{\text{CCMV}}\) 0.5-2.0) and pHs (3.5-6.0) when a sufficient salt concentration was used to adjust the Debye screening length (\(\kappa^{-1}\)). pH had a particularly significant effect on the \(\kappa^{-1}\) capable of producing crystal lattices, ranging from \(\kappa^{-1}\) 2 nm at pH 3.6 to \(\kappa^{-1}\) 0.8 nm at pH 6.0. Amorphous structures were observed with higher \(\kappa^{-1}\) values and all structures could be reduced to individual particles at a sufficiently high salt concentration. The formation of crystal lattices between AuNPs of various sizes and CCMV has also been shown (Hassinen et al., 2015), as well as between AuNPs and aFt (Kostiainen et al., 2013) and TMV. These capsids typically produces 2D hexagonally packed crystals with AuNPs or dendrimers (Gebhardt et al., 2014; Li et al., 2013a; Riekel, Burghammer, Snigirev, & Rosenthal, 2018; Wu, Jiang, Zan, Lin, & Wang, 2017), but a stepwise decrease in the ionic strength force of the solvent has been reported to induce the assembly of 2D square lattice structures due to the bridging of the particles into four TMV capsids (Liljeström et al., 2017). In this case, the inherent helicity of the capsid was also transferred into the superlattice, leading to the helical arrangement of AuNPs, as characterized by transmission electron cryomicroscopy (cryo-TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and circular dichroism (CD) features of the plasmonic resonance peak (i.e., the resonant oscillation of the conducting electrons of the NP, which strongly depend on the size) at \(\sim\)530 nm (Figure 2a). Furthermore, decoration of the fiber-like crystals with FeO NPs rendered magnetoresponsive fibers that aligned under an external magnetic field.
Purely organic electrostatic assemblies of protein scaffolds have been obtained using materials other than AuNPs for complexation, such as polymers (Kostiainen et al., 2011b; Mikkilä et al., 2013). Regardless the selected intermediary particles, the structure of the assemblies remains dependent on the surrounding conditions. The formation of CCMV crystalline structures by complexation with cationic peptide chains fused to green fluorescent protein (GFP) has been shown (Korpi et al., 2018). The complexes formed face-centered cubic (fcc) lattices with GFP in the cavities between the CCMV. The same polypeptides failed to form crystals with aFt because the cavities of the potential crystals were too small to house the GFP (Figure 2b). Both CCMV and aFt formed fcc crystals with polypeptides that had not been fused to GFP. Many other systems have also been reported, where intermediary particles of electrostatic protein scaffold assemblies have incorporated additional functional particles besides the cationic groups required for self-assembly. Other proteins are an obvious choice because they have selective functionalities and are chemically similar to protein cages. Avidin has been shown to electrostatically self-assemble into crystals with CCMV in mildly saline aqueous solution (Liljeström et al., 2014). Moreover, the crystals could be further functionalized by molecules tagged and labelled with biotin, which binds effectively and selectively with avidin. This functionalization was demonstrated by incorporating the crystals with fluorescein, horseradish peroxidase enzyme, and AuNPs via biotin-tagging.

Synthetic molecules that are smaller than polymers can also be used to introduce additional functionalities into protein cage assemblies. Cyclophanes are small cyclic molecules capable of trapping even smaller molecules within them by host-guest interactions. By modifying them with a various number of cationic groups attached to the outer edges of the molecules, the cyclophanes have been shown to assemble with aFt in mild electrolyte concentrations (Beyeh et al., 2018). The cyclophanes used were cup-like resorcin[4]arene and tube-like pillar[5]arene with protonated amine groups as cationic sites. Cyclophanes with more than five protonated amines complexed efficiently with aFt. Especially interesting was pillar[5]arene with ten protonated amines, five on each side of the ring, leading to fcc lattices (Figure 2c). The cyclophanes fit into the spaces between the aFt cages and the lattice constant was 20.5 nm. The structures were suggested to be multifunctional biohybrid materials, because both cyclophanes and aFT may trap smaller molecules within them and the porous system structure would allow such small particles to diffuse throughout the system. Similar aFt assemblies have been achieved using small supramolecular complexes to obtain the first photoactive materials of this kind (Mikkilä et al., 2016). A cationic photosensitizer (phthalocyanine) and a negatively charged molecule (pyrene) were used to form a supramolecular complex that induced crystallization of aFt in a fcc crystal structure with a lattice constant of 19.6 nm, which corresponds to an interprotein distance of 13.6 nm (Figure 2d). The resulting crystals were robust, photoactive biohybrid materials that emitted fluorescence and generated highly reactive \(^1\)O\(_2\) without self-degradation upon irradiation.

Protein scaffold–based materials can also be physically active in addition to having chemical properties. Many hollow scaffolds can be filled with magnetic particles to introduce magnetic responses in addition to the protein properties initially present. \(\text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4\) iron oxide-encapsulated ferritin (magnetoferritin) has been complexed with dendrons carrying photolabile cationic spermine end groups (Kostiainen et al., 2011a). The particles formed fcc lattices with a lattice constant of 13.1 nm and had magnetic properties that differed from those of individual magnetoferritins, because the crystals presented ferromagnet-like properties in opposition to the free particles that were superparamagnetic. The crystals could be disassembled into individual NPs.
using ultraviolet (UV) irradiation due to the photolability of the cationic surfaces of the dendrons, making the complexes potential carrier systems (Figure 2e). Similar optically active systems (without magnetic properties) based on CCMV were also demonstrated earlier by some of the same researchers (Kostiainen et al., 2010).

Figure 2. a) TMV and AuNPs. Schematic (left) and cryo-TEM images (middle) of the assemblies with an increasing number of AuNPs (scale bar = 50 nm) and a cryo electron tomographic (cryo-ET) reconstruction of a superlattice wire with a right-handed twist along the wire axis (right; scale bar = 200 nm). b) GFP-K72 with CCMV and aFt. A cryo-TEM image of CCMV-GFP-K72 crystals with a schematic of CCMV packing (left) and amorphous aFt-GFP-K72 complexes (right), with a magnified image of the unoriented structure (right inset). c) Cationic cyclophanes and aFt. Schematic of the studied hosts with the number of charges (top), the cryo-TEM image of the aFt – P(10+) crystal viewed along the [110] projection axis (middle) with a fast Fourier transformation (FFT) of the crystal (middle inset) and an inverse and filtered FFT along the same projection axis (bottom left). A schematic of the crystal structure (bottom right). d) Organic dyes and aFt. Schematic of the organic dyes (top) and optical microscopy images of aFt – phthalocyanine-PTSA crystals at 20 mM NaCl (middle left; scale bar = 50 µm) and 30 mM NaCl solution (middle right) with a schematic of the aFt assemblies. (bottom). e) Optical disassembly of magnetoferritin complexes. Schematic (top) and TEM images (bottom) of free magnetoferritin self-assembly with cationic dendrons and disassembly back to NPs after exposure to UV radiation. Figure adapted with permission from Liljeström et al., (2017), Korpi et al., (2018), Beyeh et al., (2018), Mikkilä et al., (2016), and Kostiainen et al., (2011a).
While rod-like proteins have been typically used to yield anisotropic assemblies, they are not the only geometry suitable for that purpose. Toroidal proteins have been widely used in conjugation with spherical particles to form monodimensional stacks. Quantum dots (QD) are heavily studied particles that are also capable of electrostatic assembly with protein scaffolds, namely negatively charged SP1 protein nanorings and oppositely charged CdTe QDs (Miao et al., 2014). Quantum dots of three different sizes (3-4, 5-6, and 10 nm) coated with cationic ligands induced the self-assembly of SP1 into various nanowires, subsequent bundles, and irregular networks in aqueous solution. Smaller QDs (3.3 and 5.8 nm) induced straight nanowires whereas branching occurred for the larger ones (11.5 nm) due to multiple nanorings connected to the same particle (Figure 3a). Quantum dots exhibit enhanced luminescence in solution due to the spacing between the QDs within the stack. The efficiency of energy transfer between QDs of the same size was above 90%. Furthermore, mixed assemblies between different size QDs (3.3 and 11.5 nm, 50:1 ratio) led to an obvious fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) effect, indicating that the energy was initially transferred among the multiple smaller QDs and then collected by the reaction center of the larger one, constructing a highly efficient light-harvesting system. On the other hand, SP1 has also been arranged into an artificial photosynthetic antenna with core-crosslinked micelles (CCMs) generating 1D assemblies (Sun et al., 2016). The CCMs were synthesized by spontaneous micelle formation of the corresponding cationic surfactant followed by radical polymerization. This resulted in positively charged, 10-nm micelles with high stability against dilution below the critical concentration. Combination of the building blocks in a 1:1 ratio resulted in up to 200-nm long linear stacks with a uniform height of 10.3 nm (Figure 3b). Further labeling of SP1 with an electron donor and CCMs with an electron acceptor chromophore resulted in a good model of bacterial light-harvesting systems. The fluorescence spectra and lifetime measurements showed that the absorbing energy was transferred within adjacent donors around the SP1 ring and collected in a nearby acceptor located in the CCM of the nanowires.

The same research group exploited this strategy again to create multi-enzyme cooperative antioxidative systems (Sun et al., 2015). The assembly of a selenocysteine-modified SP1 ring and porphyrin-containing generation 5 poly(amidoamine) (PAMAM) dendrimers resulted in nanowires in aqueous solution. Mixture at a 1:1 ratio in a low concentration of NaCl (100 mM) rendered fibers over 100-nm long, with uniform height, as characterized by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and TEM (Figure 3c). Importantly, with site-directed mutagenesis of the SP1 ring, the addition of glutathione peroxidase (GPx), and the addition reaction of superoxide dismutase (SOD) on the PAMAM dendrimer surface, the hybrid was designed to exhibit enzymatic responses of both GPx and SOD. This specific modification aimed to replicate the synergistic effect of these enzymes in living systems without hindering the self-assembly process. Indeed, the multi-enzyme mimics showed biological effects that were notable compared to those of single enzymes in protecting mitochondria against oxidative stress, and had low cytotoxicity and good biocompatibility with human cells.
3.2. Coordination bonding via metal-ligand interactions

Even though electrostatic interactions are an effective method for non-covalent self-assembly, they are not the only method of note in natural systems. Transition metals in mid and late groups of the fourth period are commonly present at natural peptide and protein interfaces, where they have dual functionality. First, they act as links between organic particles (also known as a bridging effect) and second, they change the properties of the systems via redox chemistry reactions. Although the role of these metals in proteins has been extensively studied, only more recent improvements in our understanding of these principles have enabled a growing body of research on biohybrid materials. These systems have substantial potential for producing multifunctional and environmentally sensitive materials, but they are complex systems that are difficult to construct in a controllable manner (Sontz, Song, & Tezcan, 2014).

Supramolecular polymers comprised of non-rigid monomers linked together by coordination bonds have a general tendency to form crosslinked systems due to the random motion of the chains. Loose crosslinking dramatically affects the mechanical properties of the material, and is generally not desired because it fails to maximize mechanical strength or porosity. However, protein scaffolds are rigid structures and coordination bonding can be selectively controlled to distinct sites on their shell, which prevents the formation of random coils and crosslinks. Additionally, protein scaffolds provide the system with additional functionalities, allowing for the production of multifunctional biohybrid materials. A drawback of the procedure is that protein modification to incorporate metal chelating groups is needed most of the time (Broomell et al., 2010). Multiple binding sites to a metal ion per protein further increase complex rigidity, favoring crystalline structures. This property is dependent on the ratio of metal ions to proteins, or more accurately to the chelating groups, as a larger relative amount of metal ions gives proteins greater freedom of movement about each bond (Salgado, Lewis, Mossin, Rheingold, & Tezcan, 2009). Additionally, the metal ions Ni$^{2+}$, Cu$^{2+}$, and Zn$^{2+}$ have the specific advantage of undergoing reversible ligand substitution, thereby enabling the structure to achieve the thermodynamically most-favorable orientation. Thus, these ions are more likely to produce materials that are chemically and physically stable (Sontz et al., 2014).

αFe has been shown to assemble into various crystal structures depending on the modification of the cages and linker unit between them (Sontz et al., 2015). The amino acid position 122, which lines C3 symmetric pores, was modified to display metal chelating units able to form coordination bonds with tetrahedral ions. The modified ferritins self-assembled with Zn$^{2+}$ ions into face-centered cubic
lattices, but the procedure was also carried out using an organic linker to direct the formation of coordination bonds which resulted in body-centered cubic lattices. The linker used was a rigid linear benzene-1,4-dicarboxylic acid that prevented the ferritins from assembling into the more compact fcc structure (Figure 4a). The linker-directed structure was highly porous, with a solvent content of 67%, which makes it a promising candidate for templating inorganic structures. The authors have since experimented with the alternative metal ions Ni$^{2+}$ and Co$^{2+}$, as well as five dihydroxamate linkers, all resulting in robust crystalline assemblies (Bailey et al., 2017). Similarly, native TMV has been found to crystallize into ordered arrays in the presence of divalent cations (Nedoluzhko & Douglas, 2001; Schenk et al., 2017). Among all of the cations tested, only Ba$^{2+}$ rendered needle-like crystals, tens of microns long. The other cations (Cd$^{2+}$, Zn$^{2+}$, Ca$^{2+}$, Mg$^{2+}$) formed liquid-like assemblies (Li et al., 2011). Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) analysis of this hybrid showed close hexagonal packing perpendicular to the bundle propagation axis and an inter-virus distance of 21.6 nm. With a TMV diameter of 18 nm, the bridging effect was discarded, whereas a like-charge attraction was found to be the driving force.

Taking advantage of the modularity of TMV CPs to form disk-like assemblies, genetic modification with oligohistidine residues (His-TMV-CP) has led to enhanced stability and new assembly modes. Histidine mutagenesis at the protein termini is a widespread strategy for enabling facile purification while maintaining protein structure and functionality. Oligohistidine residues have a high affinity for divalent cations such as Zn$^{2+}$ or Ni$^{2+}$, which are immobilized into the solid phase through nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) derivatives. This bond presents high directionality and has been used to generate 2D arrays in the presence of divalent cations, such as Zn$^{2+}$ and Cu$^{2+}$, when the solvent-oriented C-terminus position of the TMV CP is modified with a tetrahistidine residue (Figure 4b) (Zhang et al., 2018). Strong coordination between the imidazole groups and the bivalent cations facilitated assembly along the x-y plane into hexagonal lattices, according to SAXS and electron microscopy results (Figure 4c). The same C-terminus position was similarly modified with a hexahistidine residue that allowed for fine control of morphology by tuning the buffer mixture, temperature, and the Ni-NTA chelating agent (Bruckman et al., 2011). Permutant His-TMV-CP forms toroids in 400 mM phosphate buffer at pH = 7, and further assembly in bidimensional arrays (pH = 6), and exceptionally long and stable monodimensional stacks (pH = 5). These aggregation patterns are a consequence of the histidine-metal bridging effect, with divalent cations present in the buffer. By decreasing the buffer concentration to 100 mM at pH = 5.5, shorter rods are formed that can evolve into elongated rafts over time. Adding a competitive Ni-NTA complex proves the role of the cation in these structures, chelating the oligohistidine residues and subsequently hampering the interprotein interaction. This leads to disassembly of the rafts, eventually yielding rods, discs, and even individual His-TMV-CP.

The histidine-Ni-NTA interaction has also been exploited to assemble stacks of SP1 linked through AuNPs (Medalsy et al., 2008). To this end, the N-terminus region was modified with a hexahistidine oligomer that, pointing towards the inner pore of the dodecamer, bound to a 1.8-nm Ni-NTA modified AuNP. Once bound, the NP located in the inner core served as a linker to generate 1D assemblies (Figure 4d). A NP distance of 4 nm along the stack was observed. Further deletion of 5 aa of each N-terminus before His modification allowed a major protrusion of the NP into the protein due to the bigger pore size, resulting in a shorter NP-NP distance of 3.5 nm, which produced a continuous array of AuNPs. Similarly, Prdx I peapod-like stacks were created in the presence of Ni-NTDA-AuNP (Figure 4e). In this case, the assembly process yielded an effective space between the
AuNPs, which enabled employment of the stacks as colloidal nano-separator devices. In fact, the assembly process evolved only upon binding to ultrasmall (1.6 nm) AuNPs, which could be separated from the bigger ones. A narrower size range of NPs was therefore achieved after release in mild acidic conditions (Ardini et al., 2014).

Stimulus-responsive coordination bonding has also been designed, like photoreconfigurable supramolecular nanotubes based on the head-to-tail interaction of GroEL chaperonin (Sim et al., 2016). This barrel-shaped protein was labeled with multiple photochromic spiropyran (SP) units in their apical domain. Upon exposure to UV light, SP isomerizes into merocyanine (MC), which is able to coordinate with Mg\(^{2+}\) cations present in the media (Figure 4f-h). Successive exposure of labeled GroEL protein to UV light and 5 mM of MgCl\(_2\) in the presence of radical quencher dithiothreitol (DTT) led to micrometer-long tubes with a width of 15 nm. Disassembly of the tubes was achieved via the addition of EDTA (sequestering the bridging Mg\(^{2+}\)) or by exposure to visible light, which isomerized the MC into non-coordinating SP. Further experiments with FRET donor- and acceptor-labeled proteins showed that, under reducing conditions, the mixed homopolymers did not undergo spontaneous shuffling. However, upon disassembly and reassembly by subsequent visible/UV light irradiation, a clear FRET effect was observed as a consequence of heteropolymer formation (Sendai et al., 2013). Importantly, the inherent hosting capacity of the chaperonin proteins was exploited to host denatured proteins (Biswas et al., 2009) or magnetic NPs (Sim et al., 2015), triggering their release upon the previously mentioned stimuli or mechanically-induced release (Biswas et al., 2013). Additionally, 2D hexagonal packaging of toroidal proteins has been described for SP1 (Medalsi et al. 2008) and HSP60s chaperonin (McMillan et al. 2002; McMillan et al. 2005), showing their potential for biotemplating the formation of NP arrays.
Figure 4. a) Schematic illustration of the assembly of aFt with mutated 122 amino acid sites into fcc lattices by conventional crystallization or into bcc lattices by interaction between Zn coordination sites and ditopic linkers. b) Schematic illustrations of binding modes of tetrahistidine-modified TMV discs in the presence of metal cations into 2D assemblies. c) TEM and cryo-TEM images of the 2D assemblies. Histidine-modified SP1 (d; left) and Prx (e; left) in the presence of Ni-NTA-AuNPs, and corresponding TEM images showing the peapod structures (d and e; right). f) GroEL carrying multiple spiropyran (SP) units and the reversible photochemical transformation. g) Light-mediated formation and dissociation of the nanotubular assembly (NT). h) TEM images of the assembled (left) and monomeric (right) GroEL proteins. Adapted with permission from Sontz et al. (2015), Zhang et al. (2018), Medalsy et al. (2008) Ardini et al. (2014), and Biswas et al. (2009).

3.3. Self-assembly into liquid crystals

Rod-like particles, including viruses, are well known for forming higher-ordered structures with liquid crystal properties. For instance, native TMV was reported early on to form gels at high concentration (Bernal & Fankuchen, 1941; Gregory & Holmes, 1965; Lydon, 2014). Although the critical concentration needed to form dynamic ordered phases has been lowered by applying forces to the particles, such as shearing flow (Lin, Balizan, Lee, Niu, & Wang, 2010; Wu et al., 2017; Zan, Feng, Balizan, Lin, & Wang, 2013), depletion force (Li, Zan, Sun, et al., 2013; Li et al., 2013b), or as a consequence of drying effects (Gebhardt et al., 2014; Riekel et al., 2018), we do not review them exhaustively here due to space constraints and low developed applicability.

However, materials with liquid crystal properties derived from phages are well known and have been thoroughly studied in the last 20 years. Here, we highlight the findings of some of the most
prominent studies with application potential. Flexible, rod-like M13 phages exhibit liquid crystal properties that strongly depend on phage concentration, ionic strength, and external forces (Adams et al., 1998; Dogic & Fraden, 2006; Dogic & Fraden, 1997; Lee et al., 2003a; Lee et al., 2003b). However, these factors present hierarchically, with concentration playing a major role in solution; (i) M13 phages have been found to behave as individual viruses forming an isotropic (i.e., without any order) phase below 5 mg/mL. Above that concentration, different liquid crystal phases arise with (ii) nematic, between 10-20 mg/mL; (iii) cholesteric, between 20-80 mg/mL; and (iv) smectic phase liquid crystals, above 100 mg/mL (Yang et al., 2013). Control on the chirality of the cholesteric phase formed by these viruses was tuned by controlling the interfacial tension (depletion force) (Gibaud et al., 2012) or the temperature (Liu et al., 2015). The latter employed negatively charged gold nanorods (AuNRs) embedded within the phage-induced chiral phase. The AuNR presented two positive CD peaks at 10°C (705 and 450 nm), the latter being blue-shifted compared to the extinction peak of single AuNRs— the so-called chiro-optical effect. Upon heating, the intensity of the CD signal diminished as a consequence of the decrease of long-range chiral periodic order.

These highly directional structured materials have been extensively studied as 1D scaffolds for a wide variety of organic, inorganic, and biological moieties. The specificity of the M13 phage towards semiconducting materials was described early on (Whaley, English, Hu, Barbara, & Belcher, 2000) and has been used to bind and structure ZnS nanocrystals (Lee et al., 2002); M13 phages displaying ZnS recognition peptides in the pIII minor CP unit bound to nanocrystals in the apical position. Depending on concentration, the M13 phage formed micelles with clustered nanocrystals in their core (0.01%), nematic (22 mg/mL), cholesteric (28-76 mg/mL) with exponential decrease of the pitches by increasing the concentration, and smectic (127 mg/mL) phases. The latter was more ordered, showing constructive and destructive interference patterns of 1 μm, which is in good agreement with the size the bacteriophage (900 nm) aligned in parallel manner, forming a band, and nanocrystal aggregates (20 nm) aligned at the edges of that band. This hypothesis was further confirmed by means of microscopy and diffraction of the different phases. In a similar study, streptavidin-binding viruses were selected to recognize streptavidin-labeled AuNPs, and further scaffolding liquid crystal phases (Lee et al., 2003b). The authors proved the robustness of this approach by modifying the phage itself, attaching two different fluorescent labels, such as fluorescein and phycoerythrin complexes, triggering their self-organization by the addition of streptavidin. These last two publications paved the way for the prolific field of biotemplated materials. Further research involving engineered phages showed bundle formation in the presence of Co²⁺ ions, which were later used to biotemplate Co-Pt alloys with superparamagnetic properties with high anisotropy (Lee et al., 2006). Electrostatic liquid crystals of negatively charged phage and cationic surfactants have also been studied, resulting in a smectic mesophase at 14-58°C. SAXS and wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) analysis laid out a smectic layer reflection (q = 0.0686 Å⁻¹) and its harmonics (q = 0.1371, 0.208 Å⁻¹) with a periodicity of 91.5 Å (Liu et al., 2014). The latter value was indicative of a bilayer structure, consisting of a sublayer of phage and an interdigitated sublayer of surfactant (c.a. 70 and 21.5 Å, respectively).

4. APPLICATIONS OF PROTEIN ASSEMBLIES
4.1. Scaffolds and linkers

An interesting way of utilizing protein suprastructures is to use them as scaffolds for other materials. This can be achieved via self-assembly of protein scaffolds containing other particles or by soaking particles in solution through a functional protein assembly. In porous protein crystals, the amino acid residues are exposed to the channels within the crystals in a periodical manner and can influence soaking compounds via coordination bonding or chemical modification. However, materials produced this way are limited in that the modifications only occur partially, because the materials otherwise have a tendency to get trapped inside the crystals (Ueno, 2013).

Stimulus-responsive self-assembly of scaffolds can be a powerful tool for producing environmentally sensitive structures that free their building blocks in response to a trigger. Temperature is a convenient switch and has been reported to be applicable for CCMV assembly with a two-block co-polymer (Kostiainen et al., 2011c). The block co-polymer used consisted of cationic poly((2-dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) (PDMAEMA) and thermo-responsive poly(diethylene glycol methyl ether methacrylate) (PDEGMA), and chains with molecular masses of approximately 35 and 17 kDa. The transition temperatures for the two polymers were 36°C and 30.5°C, respectively. The hypothesis was that cationic blocks attach to the surface of CCMV via electrostatic interactions, and below the transition temperature the thermo-responsive block adopts an open conformation and the particles remain soluble. Once the transition temperature is exceeded, PDEGMA collapses onto the surface of CCMV, rendering it hydrophilic, which triggers self-assembly. The systems were studied in an aqueous solution with 30 mg/L of CCMV. At a low electrolyte concentration (i.e., 10 mM of NaCl), neither of the polymers showed a thermoresponsive behavior, where the viruses remained free at 18°C and formed assemblies at 40°C. However, when the electrolyte (NaCl) concentration was increased to 200 mM, both polymers had a concentration window in which the assembly at 40°C occurred. The reversible assembly of nanostructures has potential use in applications in biomedicine; for example, as carrier units. Similar work by the same group of researchers was conducted with aFt combined with a thermo-responsive polymer, yielding hierarchical stimulus-responsive assemblies (Välimäki et al., 2015).

Synthetic dendrimers are a powerful tool for producing biohybrid materials when designed to self-assemble with protein scaffolds. Dendrimers are highly monodisperse particles with high volumes, and their surfaces and pores can often be functionalized, which makes them ideal building blocks. In addition to the chemical nature of the functionalization, the physical location of the site can be set to the outer surface or the inner cavity of the dendrimer, making the system extremely versatile (Setaro et al., 2015). Crystalline assemblies of aFt and PAMAM dendrimers have been reported, where the structure of the assembly depended on the generation of dendrimers used as well as the electrolyte concentration of the solvent (Liljeström et al., 2015). The structures were rigid, due to the fact that they were assembled only from spherical particles. Because the generation of dendrimers has substantial influence on the volume of the particles, it physically limits the dimensions of the arranged structures. The electrolyte concentration of the solution affects the κ^1 of the solution, determining the most favorable orientation of the assemblies. Indeed, changing these parameters changed not only the lattice constants, but also the packing model. Dendrimers of generations two and three arranged into fcc lattices, and those of generations five to seven arranged into hexagonal packing lattices. However, depending on the electrolyte concentration, generation four dendrimers could adopt both packing models (Figure 5a). The malleability of the structures
makes them useful scaffolds, as the lattice parameters could be fine-tuned depending on the desired properties.

The versatility of protein scaffolds is improved by the fact that even their most fundamental properties can be altered, such as the overall surface charge of aFt (Künzle et al., 2016). Charges were applied by modifying the surfaces of the cages to carry additional amino acid functionalities; specifically lysine and arginine for positive charge and asparagine and glutamine for negative charge. Hence, the natural negative surface charge of ferritin was either enhanced or changed into a positive charge. The slow addition of oppositely charged proteins into a solution at a 1:1 ratio led to the formation of crystalline particles up to 200 µm in diameter. Scaffold properties of the system were demonstrated by encapsulating NPs within either one or both of the protein cages. The positively charged proteins held cerium oxide (CeO$_2$), and those that were negatively charged held cobalt oxide (CoO). These oxides were chosen due to their applications in catalytic and magnetic materials. A schematic presentation of the systems is shown in Figure 5b. The crystals retained the same structure, regardless of whether one, both or neither of the proteins contained NPs, demonstrating that the particles within the proteins had no influence on the self-assembly. The stability of the crystals was greatly enhanced by crosslinking them using glutaraldehyde. Therefore, the system appears promising for the self-assembly of various inorganic materials in an oriented manner. The same research group studied the efficient encapsulation of cationic AuNPs modified with cargo-loading peptides (CLPs) inside an encapsulin protein cage (Künzle, Mangler, Lach, & Beck, 2018). The protein cage carried binding sites on the inside walls of the cavity, into which the CLPs could bind via lock-and-key interactions. Cargo loading was realized by disassembling and reassembling the encapsulin in different electrolyte concentrations. The cargo loading happened efficiently without CLPs at a lower salt concentration (250 mM NaCl), but not at a higher one (500 mM NaCl), as the electrostatic interactions between the AuNPs and the encapsulin protomers were screened. Using CLP-modified AuNPs, efficient encapsulation was achieved over a wide range of electrolyte concentrations, proving the system to be applicable also in physiological conditions. The CLPs also allowed encapsulation of other than electrically charged cargo.

Proteins of specific shapes that host inorganic particles can be arranged into highly ordered biohybrid materials of distinct lattice structures in order to enhance their physical properties, such as optical activity (Barnes, Dereux, & Ebbesen, 2003) and catalytic efficiency (Daniel & Astruc, 2003). aFt has been used as a synthesis vessel for CeO$_2$ NP synthesis from CeCl$_3$, demonstrating that even trivalent metal ions can be mineralized in a relatively simple manner by using protein cages (Okuda et al., 2011). Furthermore, the NPs could be arranged into 2D and 3D lattices using Ce$^{3+}$ as linkers between Ce-loaded ferritins, arranging the NPs in a hierarchical manner into potentially catalytically active materials. AuNPs have also been studied for similar arrangement by protein cages. In fact, carboxilated-PEG-modified AuNPs of different diameters have been successfully encapsulated into virus-like particles (VLP) of brome mosaic virus (BMV) (Sun et al., 2007). The highest encapsulation yield (70%) was achieved with an excess of 270 capsid proteins per 12-nm AuNP, resulting in 28-nm, $T = 3$ geometry VLPs. Further studies were conducted involving deposition of VLPs into 2D assemblies by the lipid monolayer method, where a diameter reduction (25 nm) was observed compared to the single-particle analysis due to the dense packing of the VLPs. Additional studies were carried out involving 3D crystallization using the hanging drop technique. This approach permitted determination of the lattice constant by atomic force microscopy (AFM; 27.8 nm), much closer to the values obtained by single-particle reconstruction. Additionally, the crystalline structure
showed split absorption bands at 481 and 608 nm, while the monomeric VLPs in solution demonstrated a single absorption peak at 526 nm. This effect was a consequence of the close-packaging in the suprastructure, which led to a multipolar coupling between the Au cores and the subsequent plasmonic band formation. However, protein scaffolds of other geometries are similarly usable. Ring-like proteins have been reported to assemble AuNPs into different hierarchical structures, depending on the size of the NPs (Schreiber, Huber, Cölfen, & Schiller, 2015). The protein acts as an adapter between the NPs, which differs from a typical scaffold system; in this case, the proteins are linked to the NPs but not to each other, because both particles have roughly the same 3D size. Worm-like assemblies have been observed when proteins and NPs were present in equal amounts, and an excess of protein led to branched structures. The assembly occurs due to attraction between the thiol groups of the proteins and NPs, triggering dipole formation. The dipoles are then assembled together to form 1D structures (Figure 5c). The chains that form could be attached to the surface of significantly larger NPs to produce octopus-like structures. With control over the accuracy of such systems, it would be possible to incorporate functional sites in an ordered manner to house cascade reactions or produce biosensors.

Figure 5. Protein-directed assembly. a) Dendrimer size can be used to control the crystal lattice constant a. The dendrimer generation (G) and ionic strength [NaCl] present at the assembly affect crystal symmetry. b) Self-assembly of NP-loaded ferritin cages yield highly ordered 3D superlattices. c) Ring-like proteins bind AuNPs through thiol-anchoring points and induce anisotropic ligand distributions, which result in dipole formation. Multiple dipole-dipole interactions and thiol binding lead to stable AuNP chains (TEM micrograph on right). Adapted with permission of Liljeström et al. (2015), Künzle et al. (2016), and Schreiber, Huber, Cölfen, & Schiller (2015).

4.2. Catalysis

Porous protein crystals are capable of functioning as heterogeneous catalysts with high selectivity and functionality over a wide range of environmental conditions. Specific modification of such structures is challenging, because modification of proteins tends to compromise their ability to assemble in an ordered manner. However, modification is possible, as described in the previous section (Künzle et al., 2016). Indeed, the process has been adapted further as a catalysis system by the same group (Lach et al., 2017). CeO2 and iron oxide (Fe3O4) NPs were synthesized within
negatively and positively charged aFt, which were electrostatically assembled into crystalline lattices. CeO$_2$-encapsulated aFt was capable of oxidase-like behavior in the absence of hydrogen peroxide (H$_2$O$_2$) and peroxidase-like behavior with H$_2$O$_2$ present, whereas aFt with Fe$_3$O$_4$ could only perform peroxidase-like behavior. Both positive and negative CeO$_2$-aFt were found to be effective catalysts when free in solution, but positive CeO$_2$-aFt was found to be more effective due to its greater number of encapsulated metal ions. The crystals, which were several hundred micrometers in size and had been crosslinked to prevent disassembly during the experiments, were more effective because the local concentration of the catalyst was high within the crystals (Figure 6a).

In addition to catalysis, protein scaffolds can perform other simultaneous functions in chemical reactions. Polymerization of phenylacetylene and its derivatives has been reported inside individual aFt cages containing rhodium(norbornadiene) (Rh(nbd)) as a catalyst (Abe et al., 2009). In addition to acting as a catalyst, the cage contributed to the control of polymerization by acting as a physical limiter. Under the study conditions, polymerization was not catalyzed in the absence of Rh(nbd). Without aFt, the reaction was uncontrolled and yielded water-insoluble poly(phenylacetylene), likely due to gelation. However, Rh(nbd)-aFt complexes produced linear water-soluble polymers. aFt could also be used to exclude additional monomers because polymerization of phenylacetylene derivatives carrying carboxylic or phosphonic acid substitutes was not catalyzed by Rh(nbd)-aFt, probably because the anionic monomers could not diffuse into the aFt cages through the negatively charged capsids. Similarly, a size-selective hydrogenation biocatalyst was reported by constructing Pd nanoclusters inside aFt (Ueno et al., 2004). Pd$^{2+}$ diffused into aFt as tetrachloropalladate ions and was reduced to Pd$^{0}$, which clustered together and was confined within aFt. Pd$^{0}$ outside the proteins was removed by size-exclusion chromatography. The encapsulated clusters were observed to effectively catalyze olefins in aqueous media and remain active after the reaction. The same research group also utilized a modified aFt for Au$^{3+}$ ion accumulation and reduction (Maity, Abe, & Ueno, 2017). These Au immobilized protein scaffolds were first crystallized and crosslinked to maintain the crystal structure during the reduction step. Formation of the nanocluster and stepwise nucleation was followed to fully understand the biomineralization that occurred (Figure 6c).

Protein scaffolds have also been utilized for enzyme encapsulation to attain catalytically active individual icosahedral protein capsids, which can be further assembled into 3D arrays (Uchida et al., 2018). To achieve ordered arrays with face-centered cubic lattices, the outer surface of the capsid was modified to display a negative surface charge, which enabled electrostatic self-assembly with positively charged PAMAM dendrimers. This self-assembly of the protein capsid with two separately encapsulated enzymes provided a functional superlattice material for isobutanol synthesis (Figure 6b).
4.3. Coatings

Self-assembling systems offer the possibility of depositing specific layer-by-layer coatings of long-range organization on surfaces. Different driving forces can be applied to achieve these coatings, but the interactions are typically non-covalent. Such coatings have potential applications in bioelectronics, for example (Pallarola et al., 2012). Stimulus-responsive coatings are especially interesting because they can often be fine-tuned for practical applications. Light-sensitive coatings based on aFt and synthetic dendrimers have been reported, where the surface patterning could be changed by an external stimulus (Koskela et al., 2014). This functionality arose from azobenzene ethyl orange in the dendrimers. Dendrimers up to generation nine formed surface patterns under illumination by a laser light with a wavelength of 488 nm when spin-coated into films with thickness of a few hundred nanometers. This result was impressive, considering the high (almost 900 kDa) molecular mass of the dendrimers. Patterns of linear streaks and grids were obtained and the patterning was polarization-dependent, which confirmed that the reversible process was triggered by light and not evidence of another phenomenon, like photodegradation. Similar behavior was demonstrated for aFt molecules, which were incorporated with ethyl orange. aFt has a smaller molecular mass than the dendrimers but is closer to a hard sphere in its properties. Streaked patterns in thin electro-spun protein films were obtained under illumination, as shown in Figure 7a.

The natural tendency of the M13 phage to selectively bind to a substrate and then self-template into liquid crystals (Figure 7b) has been successfully exploited to create higher-ordered deposition patterns by pulling a surface from a liquid phase containing different phage concentrations (Chung et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2017b), as shown in Figure 7c. At the triple interphase, the evaporation proceeded faster, causing the local concentration to increase. Control of the phage concentration rendered four different organization patterns: nematic (0.1-0.2 mg/mL), alternate cholesteric/nematic ridges and grooves (0.2-1.5 mg/mL), cholesteric (0.25-0.5 mg/mL), and smectic...
helicoidal nanofilaments (4-6 mg/mL). In addition, these structures were further tuned by the pulling speed, ionic concentration, chemistry of the phage surface, and properties of the substrate surface, as shown in Figure 7d (Heo et al., 2019). Control of the ionic strength tunes phage deposition periodicity along the meniscus line, whereas pulling speed controls the continuity of the deposits parallel to the pulling direction. The authors reported fine control of the deposition of 2D arrays of virus at low ionic strengths and high pulling speeds, which exhibits piezoelectric properties. The same technique was used in presence of a surfactant that generated depletion force to deposit hexagonally packed, columnar smectic structures onto gold surfaces (Lee et al., 2017a). These matrices exhibited brilliant colors that depended on the bundle diameter, primarily controlled by the pulling speed (Figure 7e). Increasing the pulling speed decreased the diameter of the fiber, which reflected light at shorter wavelengths (blue). On the other hand, slower pulling speeds increased the fiber diameter, leading to the reflection of longer-wavelength (red) light. These surfaces were employed as colorimetric sensors to detect variation in the relative humidity and to detect benzene, toluene, xylene, and aniline (BTXA) gases by taking advantage of induced selectivity of the phages. The latter use resulted in sensors with applicability in the petrochemical industry.

**Figure 7.** a) Schematic representations of light-sensitive dendrimers (top), an atomic force microscopy height image (bottom left), and a 3D representation (bottom right) of aFt functionalized with ethyl orange. b) Schematic representation of the phage-display strategy for recognizing specific semiconductors, followed by NP synthesis by nucleation and subsequent organization in liquid crystals. c) Surface deposition of phages in controlled patterns by the pulling method. d) Liquid-surface-air profile of the phages, according to the ionic strength of the media. e) Light-absorbing properties of the deposited surfaces, according to thread diameter. Figure adapted with permission from Koskela et al. (2014), Heo et al. (2019), Lee, Fan, et al. (2017), and Lee et al. (2002).

### 5. Conclusion

Proteins are outstanding building blocks for the creation of new materials that can take advantage of their many features. First, their near monodisperse size and shape allow for robust assembly into periodic structures. Indeed, the high diversity of natural proteins alone means that there is an almost infinite toolkit available to be exploited. Second, the presence of functional groups on the surfaces of proteins enables full control of assembly mode by means of pH, ionic strength, and the presence of cations, as well as external inputs such as magnetic fields or light. Third, the inherent
functionalities of single proteins are not only maintained in the structure, but are usually increased by the incorporation of other materials into the protein scaffold, resulting in highly functional biohybrid materials. Last, materials derived from proteins offer other advantages, such as enhanced biocompatibility and biodegradability. In addition, in most cases these materials can be produced in environmentally sustainable manner.

This review started by addressing the main advantage of using native protein as building blocks for supracolloidal assemblies. Examples of slightly modified proteins are given as well, with the aim of enabling convenient binding positions through site-directed mutagenesis. Current trend in protein modification lays, in fact, in the de novo design of proteins (Huang, Boyken, & Baker, 2016). This approach aims to predict by computation new folding structures derived from the protein chain sequence. Even if the de novo design of proteins is a challenging approach, the first steps towards such proteins have been already achieved (Joh et al., 2014). We hypothesize that these newly designed proteins have the potential to be incorporated into highly-ordered structures, opening the field to property-enhanced materials.

In this review we focused in the supramolecular assembly of proteins by means of electrostatic, metal-binding, and liquid crystal interactions. These bottom-up approaches transfer individual nanometer-size features across orders of magnitude to the macroscale, while preserving the reversibility of the assembly. We classified the proteins reviewed as corresponding to three main groups according to their geometry (spherical, rod-like, or toroidal proteins). Whereas spherical cages primarily assemble in 3D crystals, the anisotropy of rod-shaped and toroidal proteins form 1D assemblies or stacks. By means of surface deposition and strategic site-directed mutagenesis, 2D arrays have also been reported. Three main application areas of protein-based materials can be identified as follows: protein crystals that act as linkers, catalytic agents, and coatings. These developments highlight the potential for protein-based materials to complement or even replace traditional materials based on their more precise and environmentally benign qualities.
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